THE EXECUTIVE

MBA
16 / 24 MONTHS

PREPARE TO TAKE
A GIANT LEAP
INTO THE FUTURE

T

he Executive Master of Business Administration - the part
time MBA program for experienced leaders. More than a
hundred years have passed since the first MBA students

were admitted to Harvard Business School and thousands have
followed in their footsteps. Today, the MBA is considered the
finest business degree in the world and MBA graduates from
around the world form an exclusive club of exceptional business
leaders.
Studying for a Executive MBA at AVT Business School is a
life-changing experience that offers a whole new perspective

WELCOME

on business and on the future role of the successful business
leader. The Executive MBA program is a first-rate learning
experience that will bring out the best in you and allow you to
discover your full personal as business potential.
We will stimulate your curiosity and creativity and you will
reach a new level of confidence that will allow you to see and
seize new business opportunities. You will benefit from an
individual leadership development process that will make you
a stronger team leader and you will be able to lead with vision
and purpose. You will grow as a person and realize that there are
no limits to what you can achieve if you set your mind to it – and
work hard.
The Executive MBA program will give you the tools and
knowledge – and the degree – you need to increase your career
opportunities significantly and allow you to shape your own
future.
Welcome to AVT Business School.

WHY THE
EXCUTIVE
MBA?
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Discover your full business potential and make
a significant difference in your organization
Become an extraordinary leader with the ability
to lead with vision and purpose
Develop your creativity and build the confidence
to see and seize new business opportunities
Increase your career opportunities significantly
and be in charge of your own future

MBA RANKINGS 2018
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handpicked from some of the world’s most prestigious
and renowned universities and business schools. They are
international experts in their fields and known for their ability

WORLDCLASS
PROFESSORS

to provide students with an engaging and first-rate learning
experience.
During the program, you will meet professors from INSEAD
in Paris, MIT and Harvard Business School in Boston,
Northwestern University: Kellogg in Chicago, London Business
School and Haas School of Business at the University of
California at Berkeley. All top-rated MBA schools with strong
academic credentials.
Many of the teachers have built significant business careers in
the United States and Europe and are able to offer a first-hand
and global perspective on business and leadership.

Source: Financial Times
Global MBA Rankings 2018

The Executive MBA programs in Denmark may look more or less
the same at first glance, but in fact they are different in many
ways. If you take a closer look, you will find that the schools have
taken completely different approaches to their Executive MBA

AMBA
ACCREDITED

programs.
Therefore, make sure that you read the small print and check if
the school holds the official accreditation from the international
Association of MBAs (AMBA). That is your guarantee that the
school abides by the international rules and standards and that
your degree is recognized anywhere in the world.
AVT Business School has been AMBA accredited since 2012 and
was re-awarded again in 2018.

Personal leadership development is a central and unique part
of the Executive MBA program at AVT Business School. Each
of the three Executive MBA modules has a significant focus on

LEADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE
TRACK

personal leadership through four days of leadership excellence
development.
Students work in groups and individually with coaches to
develop their leadership skills. You will be pushed far out of your
comfort zone through challenges and experiences that will make
you more aware of who you are – and allow you to build on your
strengths and overcome your weaknesses.
The teaching methods include individual coaching sessions
as well as interactive games and simulations where you learn
alongside your fellow classmates.

The third and final module of the Executive MBA program

STUDY
TOUR

includes a study tour to learn from people at the forefront of
new business development – including technological advances
and market disruption.
The study tour offers direct access to cutting edge tools
and knowledge of contemporary issues that are decisive in
determining the winners and losers in the future business
environment.

Carsten Dilling
Chairman at SAS &
NNIT
Jeff Gravenhorst
ISS
Lars Rasmussen
Chairman at
Coloplast & H.
Lundbeck

CEO
FIRESIDE
TALKS

The Executive MBA program at AVT Business School includes
a series of private sessions with the CEOs of major Danish and
international companies. The sessions are informal in their form
to provide a comfortable and safe environment where CEOs
can share their personal experiences and offer insight into the
challenges of becoming and being a chief executive.
There is no fixed agenda as it is up to the CEO in question and
the students in the class to decide what is most relevant to them
and the current business environment.

The three modules of the Executive MBA program are kicked off
with a test and an open dialogue between the student and his/
her employer. The test will shine its light on the challenges that
the company needs to address and serve as a compass for the

CORPORATE
DIALOGUE

journey that the student is about to embark on.
The test lays the foundation for a good discussion that is
essential for the student to gain his/her employer's support and
for the company to get the full benefit from the education – and
a healthy return on investment.
The goal is to ensure that the student is focused on the issues
that are most relevant to the company – and that he or she is
able to offer insight and inspiration to the challenges at hand.

Kent Walhøj
Vice President
Nordania Leasing
Michael Bech
CEO
Humac
Tina Vinther
Sales Manager
Alcon

Students at AVT Business School are automatically admitted into
the Alumni Network Group upon graduation. AVT alumni form

ALUMNI
NETWORK

a professional network of former students and are invited to a
number of special events, including social gatherings, network
activities and master classes on current leadership topics.
The network is a valuable source of advice from business leaders
that are faced with some of the same challenges in their own
professional life – and a gold mine of referrals and contacts to
jobs and influential people that can lead to career advancement.

AVT is a Danish business school with a global outlook and an
American approach to learning. The Executive MBA program
is based on best practices from the real business world and
offers access to an international faculty of professors from
elite business schools. You will therefore acquire the tools and

HARVARD
LEARNING
METHODS

knowledge you need to address the real-life challenges in your
team and organization.
A central part of the experience at AVT Business School is the
Case Learning Method developed by Harvard Business School. It
allows students to learn from genuine business challenges – and
to explore how international companies address critical issues.
You will be pushed to the limits of your capability with new
inspiration and knowledge that must be taken in and digested.
The pressure, however, will bring out the best in you and allow
you to grow and develop as a person and as a business leader.
It will be a life-changing experience and you will look back on
your academic journey with a sense of great accomplishment –
knowing that you have succeeded where others have failed.

The Executive MBA is a life-changing experience for students
– and a game-changer for companies. Students will return
from every single course and leadership session with the latest
theoretical knowledge and a number of practical tools – ready to
go to work on their assignments with a new level of confidence
and renewed inspiration.

BUSINESS
BENEFITS

Companies will also benefit directly from the Executive
MBA program as students are required to work on a total of
ten company-specific projects. This will allow students and
employers to address actual business challenges and find
sustainable solutions with the assistance of expert feedback
from the AVT professors.
In the past, we have seen many students produce projects that
have had huge impacts on their respective companies. Especially
the final Executive MBA projects have taken companies in new
strategic directions, produced substantial cost savings and
developed better approaches to e.g. innovation, marketing and
customer services – offering companies significant returns on
investment.

What did you get from your AVT experience?
»Completing the Executive MBA at AVT has given me a chance
to focus intensely on my own personal development as a leader.
Discussing the many case studies with excellent professors and
very experienced peers has led to many valuable insights that I
will benefit from in the future. Besides acquiring new tools that
help me cope with my daily work I have gained a strong network
that reaches into many different industries.«

What will you especially remember?

PERSONAL
EXPERIENCE

»The many social highlights I have experienced with my study
group as well as the whole Executive MBA class. Even though the
education can be tough and challenging at times, we have had
many fun moments inside and outside class. Especially the trip
abroad gave us the opportunity to get to know each other in a
different way than what is possible during classes. Furthermore,
I will look back with joy at the many interesting discussions we
have had, where one’s views were challenged and the issues
were covered from many different angles.«

How will the MBA influence your career?
»The Executive MBA degree has made me better equipped for
the leader role no matter what position I will take on in the
future. I believe that the education will open up new doors and
Valedictorian Frederik Christian Glad (left)
and Honorary Dean Ronald Tuninga at
the 2015 Executive MBA
Graduation Ceremony

opportunities that I might have missed otherwise.«
Frederik Christian Glad, Valedictorian of the Executive MBA Class of 2015

PROGRAM
DETAILS

The Executive MBA
Diplomas
You can sign up for the Executive MBA modules one at a time
and stop if you feel that you have found the tools that you are in
need of at the moment.

CBA

CBA

Whatever you decide, you will graduate and receive an Executive
CBA Diploma after successfully completing a module:

n Executive Certificate in Business Administration (CBA) in

Strategic Leadership
n Executive Certificate in Business Administration (CBA) in

Influential Leadership
n Executive Certificate in Business Administration (CBA) in

CBA

Visionary Leadership

Finalising the third and final module awards you:

Executive Master of Business Administration (Executive MBA)

The Executive MBA diplomas will be handed out at the annual
graduation ceremony at Børsen in the center of Copenhagen.
Here students will be wearing the traditional caps and gowns.

Joining The Executive MBA
Flexibility is Essential and you can start the program all year
round.
The Executive MBA program at AVT Business School is divided

STRATEGIC
LEADERSHIP

INFLUENTIAL
LEADERSHIP

into three modules of eight months each:

n Executive CBA in Strategic Leadership

3 starts: September, November & January

n Executive CBA in Influential Leadership

2 starts: April & June

VISIONARY
LEADERSHIP

n Executive CBA in Visionary Leadership

Starts in January*

You decide if you like to begin with either the Strategic
Leadership module or the Influential Leadership module, and
can stop whenever a module has been completed.
*The Visionary Leadership module, the final part of the
Executive MBA, can first be started after passing both the
Strategic Leadership and Influential Leadership modules.

Benoit Leleux
IMD
Lausanne, Switzerland

Susan Lynch
INSEAD
Paris, France

Strategic Leadership
TEST & PRE-DIALOGUE

Starts: September, November & January.
The management courses in this module include:

Strategy - Achieving
Agility & Growth

Decision Making

Leading
Organizational
Change

Leading
Self

Corporate
Entrepreneurship

STRATEGIC
LEADERSHIP

Raina Brands
London Business School
London, UK

n Strategy - Achieving Agility & Growth

Professor Susan Lynch, INSEAD
n Leading Organizational Change

Leading Team
Performance

Professor Raina Brands, London Business School
n Disruptive Innovation

Professor Rory M. McDonald, Harvard Business School

Leadership
Behaviour

POST-DIALOGUE

Disruptive
Innovation

n Corporate Entrepreneurship

Professor Benoit Leleux, IMD
The module includes three courses in Leadership Excellence
and a course in Decision Making using qualitative data.
It takes eight months to complete and students will attend
classes for approximately two days each month.

Rory M. McDonald
Harvard Business School
Boston, MA

David Vogel
Haas School of Management
Berkeley University
California, USA

Giampiero Favato
Kingston University
London, England

Influential Leadership
TEST & PRE-DIALOGUE
Leading People
& Organizations

The Language
of Leadership

Operations
Management

Starts: April & June.
The management courses in this module include:
n Leading People & Organizations

Professor Raina Brands, London Business School
n Corporate Governance, Business Ethics & CSR

Decision Making

Governance,
Business Ethics
& CSR

INFLUENTIAL
LEADERSHIP
Leading
Performance
Across the Org.

POST-DIALOGUE

Leading
Performance in
Teams
Accounting
& Finance
for Managers

Professor David Vogel, Berkeley-Haas School of Management
n Accounting & Finance for Managers

Professor Giampiero Favato, Kingston University
n Operations Management: Building a Dynamic Management

System
Senior Lecturer Don Kieffer, MIT Sloan School of Management
The module includes three courses in Leadership Excellence
and a course in Decision Making using quantitative data.
It takes eight months to complete and students will attend
classes for approximately two-three days each month.

Raina Brands
London Business
School, England
Don Kieffer
MIT Sloan School
of Management
Boston, USA

Chin Min
Jiao Tong
University

Visionary Leadership
Starts: January.

TEST & PRE-DIALOGUE
Leadership
Excellence
Roadmap

STUDY TOUR
Managing
Digitalization

Disruptive
Thinking &
Leadership

The management courses in this module include:
n Driving Marketing Strategy

Professor Kevin McTigue, Kellogg School of Management

Anat Lechner
New York University
Stern School of Management

n Disruptive Thinking & Leadership

Professor Anat Lechner, New York University - Stern School of
Business

VISIONARY
LEADERSHIP

Driving
Marketing Strategy

Negotiation
& Influencing

n Managing Digitalization - International Study Tour

Integrated
Strategy
Project

Professor Chin Min, Jiao Tong University
The module includes two courses in Leadership Excellence,
and the module can only be taken as the third and final module
of the Executive MBA. It takes eight months to complete and
students will attend classes for approximately two days each
month.

POST-DIALOGUE

Special Features
The course in Managing Digitalization is the foundation and
key topic of the study tour.
The Integrated Strategy Project is the final assignment where
students will apply the tools and knowledge they have acquired
throughout the Executive MBA program to address challenges in
their own companies. This assement incl. an oral examination.

Kevin
McTigue
Kellogg School
of Management

Christian Harpelund
AVT Business School

Why should anybody be led by you? Leadership is about more
than creating followership. Founded on self awareness, empathy,
connectivity and personal resiliance the Leadership Excellence

Moray
Mclaren
IE Business
School, Spain

Track focus' on shared value among people and on how to create
results together with others.
It also explores how organizations are becoming increasingly
complex entities, making cross-functional collaboration more
important than ever before – and putting greater demands on

LEADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE
TRACK

leaders.
The courses in the Leadership Excellence Track include:
n Leading Self
n Leading Team Performance
n Leadership Behaviour
n The Language of Leadership
n Leading Performance in Teams
n Leading Performance Across the Organization
n Leadership Excellence Roadmap
n Negotiation and Influencing

Simon Lancaster
University of Cambridge
England

PRACTICAL
INFORMATION

Ron Tuninga
Honorary Dean
AVT Business School

In order to be admitted to the Executive MBA program, you need
to live up to the formal admissions criteria:
n A minimum of three years of relevant experience
n A bachelor’s degree or applicants with substantial business

and leadership experience can be admitted even if they do not
live up to the criteria of holding a bachelor's degree
n An acceptable level of English

ADMISSION

Application Process
To apply for admission to the Executive MBA program, you need
to fill out an application form. You will subsequently be invited to
a personal interview as part of the application process.
During the interview, you will be tested on your ambition, drive,
learning ability and leadership potential. The goal is to ensure
that you have the right mindset and that every Executive MBA
class is made up of like-minded people with the same level of
ambition.
Your application will be evaluated by the Admissions Committee,
before you are finally admitted to AVT and the Executive MBA
program.

Jørgen
Lindegaard
Chairman
AVT Business
School

Jesper Nytoft
Bergmann
Director
AVT Business
School

Executive MBA
Tuition fee - DKK 348,000
The fee is paid in two instalments: 1. instalment three weeks prior
program start & 2. instalment six months into the program.

TUITION FEE

Tuition fee settled by module:
Executive CBA in Strategic Leadership - tuition fee - DKK 99,500
Executive CBA in Influential Leadership - tuition fee - DKK 99,500
Executive CBA in Visionary Leadership - tuition fee - DKK 189,000
Total tuition fee DKK 388,000 - if paid per module

All fees include study materials, text books, online learning platform,
all day catering & International Study Tour (on the Visionary
Leadership module). Fees are excluding VAT.

We would like to invite you for a personal interview with
Executive Dean Jesper Nytoft Bergmann or Executive MBA
Director Adam Altenburg to discuss your plans for the future

PERSONAL
INTERVIEW

and to show you how AVT Business School can help you on your
way.
The interview will focus on your professional aspirations and
introduce you to the Executive MBA journey and the practical
tools and theoretical knowledge that can boost you career.
To arrange for an interview, simply visit our website at avt.dk
and choose one of the available dates for a personal interview.
Please also find contact details on next page.

Adam Altenburg
Executive MBA Director
aal@avt.dk

Jesper Nytoft Bergmann
Executive Dean

CONTACT

jnb@avt.dk

AVT Business School
Sankt Annæ Plads 11
1250 København K
+45 7020 8828
info@avt.dk
www.avt.dk

Some people say that it is all about location, location, location –
and if so, AVT Business School is the place to be. Situated in the
heart of Copenhagen – right between Amalienborg Castle and
Nyhavn with The Playhouse and waterfront down the street –
AVT Business School has found its home in the middle of Sankt
Annæ Plads.

LOCATION

The building itself is a beautiful, whitewashed house from 1801
that has been home to a number of prominent people and on
the list of protected buildings for almost a century. The rooms
are bright and cheerful with high ceilings and ornamented walls
that show the craftsmanship from two hundred years ago.
The school offers a modern auditorium that can hold up to 44
people, a cozy library and lounge, a café and meeting rooms
that are not only used by current students for group work, but
are also open to former students in need of a place to meet with
clients or colleagues in the center of town.

>>

The Executive MBA has
sharpened my strategic
thinking and given me a valuable
toolbox that I have been able
to use again and again over the
years

Learn from the Best

